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Welcome to Spyderco's 2017 Mid-Year Product Guide.

What's new from Spyderco? Quite honestly, a lot. This Product Guide features more than two dozen new models and variations of current designs that have either been released since the first of the year or are scheduled for release by the end of 2017. Although we have always prided ourselves on the prolific introduction of new knives, 2017 is on track to be a record-setting year.

Thanks to the dedicated efforts of the Crew at our Golden, Colorado factory, our production capacity for American-made knives has grown significantly. The result has not only been the release of the long-awaited Para™ 3 folder, but also an entire family of Para 3 variants, other new designs like the Shaman™, and elite versions of iconic US-made models featuring state-of-the-art blade steels like CPM® S110V®, Maxamet®, and CPM CRU-WEAR®.

We have also been working diligently with our international manufacturing partners to further expand our production and take maximum advantage of their specific capabilities. This effort has included exporting premium American-made blade steels to Japan to supercharge some of our newest Japanese-made designs.

We are pleased to offer an unprecedented selection of new products in this Mid-Year Product Guide. However, we are even more proud of the fact that all those products were made possible only by following our core values, honoring our longstanding relationships, and continuing to do our very best to serve our customers.

The Spyderco Crew
**C188ALP**  
**DOG TAG FOLDER GEN4**

The brainchild of custom knifemaker Serge Panchenko, the Dog Tag Folder and its variations have earned a devoted following among Spyderco fans. Panchenko’s fourth-generation version of this unique non-locking cutting tool revolutionizes the design with twin, matte-finished aluminum handle scales and a double-beveled blade ground from American-made CTS™ BD1 stainless steel. A spring bar and ball-bearing detent in the larger scale help keep the blade in the open and closed positions, but do not mechanically lock it. Like its predecessors, this remarkably compact cutting tool replicates the look and shape of a dog tag, but with the benefit of an enhanced grip, improved edge geometry, and even better protection of the cutting edge in the closed position.

**C28FPZGR**  
**DRAGONFLY™ 2 ZOME**

The Dragonfly 2 Lightweight is one of Spyderco’s most popular and beloved designs. This unique expression of it features a hand-dyed Zome pattern inspired by classical Japanese handicrafts. Brushed on one at a time by expert artisans, this dye process permeates the fiberglass-reinforced-nylon handle to create beautiful patterns that are unique to each knife. The multi-colored handles accentuate the knife's other features, which include a full-flat-ground VG-10 blade, sturdy back lock mechanism, and reversible deep-pocket wire clip.
The new Salt 2 takes all the advanced features of the best-in-class Delica® 4 folding knife and supercharges them with 100% rustproof nitrogen-based H-1® blade steel. Its hollow-ground blade is available with a choice of PlainEdge™ or SpyderEdge™ cutting edges and features a fully accessible Trademark Round Hole™ for ambidextrous, one-handed opening. It is accompanied by a high-strength back lock mechanism housed in an injection-molded fiberglass-reinforced-nylon (FRN) handle. The bright yellow linerless handle has Bi-Directional Texturing™ for a secure grip in and out of the water and four sets of threaded inserts to anchor a versatile, four-position titanium pocket clip. Completely ambidextrous and utterly impervious to corrosion, the Salt 2 is destined to make big waves.

Spyderco’s Salt 1 was the cutting tool of choice of many savvy professionals. The all-black Salt 2 not only transcends the capabilities of its predecessor with improved ergonomics, an enhanced grip texture, and a four-position pocket clip, it does all that while maintaining an exceptionally low profile. The non-reflective black titanium carbonitride coating on its blade and lock bar virtually eliminate its reflective signature and make it ideal for specialized applications. No rust, no reflection, no problem.
TASMAN SALT™ 2

Hawkbill blades are uniquely functional cutting tools because they "capture" the material being cut, drawing it into the concave edge to generate powerful, focusing cutting power. The original Tasman Salt combined this aggressive cutting dynamic with the 100% rustproof qualities of nitrogen-based H-1 steel to create a near-perfect tool for cutting netting, line, and other fibrous materials. The new Tasman 2 takes another significant step forward with an improved handle design based on the best-selling Delica 4. Injection molded from tough yellow or black FRN, the Tasman 2’s handle features improved ergonomics, a non-slip Bi-Directional Texturing pattern, and a four-position titanium pocket clip. Its handle is still home to a solid back lock mechanism that securely locks the PlainEdge or SpyderEdge blade when in use.

C106SBK2
TASMAN SALT 2 BLACK

C106PYL2
TASMAN SALT 2 YELLOW

TECH SPECS
C106SBK2
TECH SPECS
C106PYL2

OVERALL: 7.05in  179mm
BLADE: 2.80in  71mm
GRIND: HOLLOW
EDGE: 2.45in  62mm
THICKNESS: 0.098in  2.5mm
STEEL: H-1
HANDLE: FRN
CARRY: AMBI
CLIP: 4-POSITION
ORIGIN: JAPAN
WEIGHT: 2.1oz  60g
CLOSED: 4.25in  108mm

OVERALL: 7.05in  179mm
BLADE: 2.80in  71mm
GRIND: HOLLOW
EDGE: 2.45in  62mm
THICKNESS: 0.098in  2.5mm
STEEL: H-1
HANDLE: FRN
CARRY: AMBI
CLIP: 4-POSITION
ORIGIN: JAPAN
WEIGHT: 2.1oz  60g
CLOSED: 4.25in  108mm
One of the latest and most stylish additions to Spyderco’s growing Salt Series of knives, the Caribbean Leaf is unique in several ways. Its full-flat-ground, leaf-shaped blade is precision machined from LC200N—a nitrogen-based martensitic steel that holds an edge extremely well and is completely rustproof. Available with either a PlainEdge or SpyderEdge, the blade is housed in a vibrantly colored handle featuring scales crafted from layered black and yellow G-10. The intricately machined pattern on the scales not only creates a non-slip texture, it reveals the contrasting colors of the layers to create a stunning striped design. Skeletonized stainless steel liners nested within the scales anchor the knife’s high-strength Compression Lock mechanism, while a reversible titanium hourglass clip offers convenient left or right-side tip-up carry.

For mariners and other users who prefer a classic sheepfoot blade profile, this version of the Caribbean Sheepfoot proudly showcases a blunt-tipped blade that is ideal for rescue applications and use around inflatable watercraft. Crafted from rustproof LC200N™, it is available with either a PlainEdge or SpyderEdge and is full-flat ground for superior edge geometry. All other features—including precision-machined, two-toned handle scales, a high-strength Compression Lock™ mechanism, and a reversible tip-up titanium pocket clip—are identical to its leaf-bladed counterpart, making the Caribbean Sheepfoot one of the classiest and most capable mariner’s knives available.

**TECH SPECS**
- CARRY: AMBI
- CLIP: TIP-UP
- ORIGIN: TAIWAN
- CLOSED: 4.84in 123mm
- WEIGHT: 4.2oz 119g
C223GS
PARA™ 3 SPYDEREDGE

The Para 3’s compact size doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice cutting performance. The all-new SpyderEdge version supercharges the Para 3 platform with the voracious cutting power of Spyderco serrations.

C223GPS
PARA 3 COMBINATIONEDGE™

Para 3 fans can now get the best of both worlds. The CombinationEdge™ CPM® S30V® blade of this version offers the aggressive cutting power of Spyderco serrations near the heel of the blade and the scalpel-like precision of a PlainEdge near the tip.
C223GPCMO
PARA 3 CAMO

Inspired by the iconic Para Military™ 2, the Para 3 distills all the features of that best-in-class folding knife into a more compact, carry-friendly package. For military end users or those who prefer a tactical look to their knives, the Para 3 is now available with digital camouflage-patterned G-10 scales. Approximating the pattern of the U.S. Army's ARPAT camouflage, they complement the CPM S30V blade, patented Compression Lock mechanism, and four-position clip to give this knife a no-nonsense look that equals its performance.

C223GPCMOBK
PARA 3 CAMO BLACK BLADE

This elite version of the Para 3 combines a, black DLC blade coating and digital camouflage G-10 handle scales with reliable, high-performance characteristics.
C223GPBK
PARA 3 BLACK BLADE

The Para 3 is rapidly setting a new standard in compact, high-performance cutting tools. For personnel concerned about light discipline and those who just like the look of a black blade, this remarkable design is now available with a tough, non-reflective, Diamond Like Carbon (DLC) blade coating.

C223GPDBL
PARA 3 CPM® S110V®

The newest member of Spyderco’s family of knives featuring CPM S110V blade steel, this version of the Para 3 features outstanding edge retention and the family’s signature “midnight blue” textured G-10 handle scales.

TECH SPECS
CLOSED: 4.29in 109mm
WEIGHT: 3.4oz 96g
CARRY: AMBI
CLIP: 4-POSITION
ORIGIN: USA
Carpenter Technology Corporation developed Micro-Melt Maxamet specifically for use in the rollers of their state-of-the-art steel rolling mills. As one of only a handful of companies to master the specialized methods necessary to machine, heat treat, and grind this exotic alloy, we are pleased to offer it in some of our American-made products. This Para Military 2 features all the characteristics of the best-selling standard model, plus the supercharged edge holding and toughness of a Maxamet blade. To further distinguish it, its textured G-10 scales are a distinctive dark gray color.
C101MBGP2
MANIX™ 2 BACK LOCK

The Manix 2 Back Lock combines the time-tested design and refined ergonomics of the Manix 2 with a highly evolved back lock mechanism, a unique handle construction, and a versatile four-position clip. Its leaf-shaped CPM S30V stainless steel blade is full-flat ground for exceptional edge geometry and features a fully accessible Trademark Round Hole™ and textured forefinger choil (finger groove). The blade is housed in a linerless handle built with a pair of extra-thick, fine-textured G-10 scales reinforced by a stainless steel backspacer. The knife’s refined back lock mechanism offers superior strength and smoothness of operation and, together with four sets of threaded stainless steel inserts, allows the four-position pocket clip to be positioned for left or right-side tip-up or tip-down carry.

TECH SPECS
OVERALL: 8.03in 204mm
BLADE: 3.37in 86mm
GRIND: FULL-FLAT
EDGE: 2.92in 74mm
THICKNESS: 0.145in 3.7mm
STEEL: CPM S30V
HANDLE: G-10
WEIGHT: 4.4oz 125g
CARRY: AMBI
CLIP: 4-POSITION
ORIGIN: USA
C222GP\text{GPGY}

\textbf{ALCYONE™}

Alcyone is a brilliant multiple star system in the constellation of Taurus named for one of the daughters of Atlas and Pleione. Like its namesake, this knife shines brightly above its peers, offering all the defining qualities of a Spyderco folder in an affordable, pocket-friendly package. Its full-flat-ground blade is precision machined from American-made CTS® BD1 stainless steel and features a minimal ricasso for a long, exceptionally capable working edge. The blade is paired with an ergonomic handle design that includes full skeletonized stainless steel liners, lightweight open-backed construction, and high-traction checked G-10 scales. A sturdy, easily operated LinerLock mechanism, four-position pocket clip, and oversized lanyard hole complete the package and make the Alcyone one of the best values in the folding knife market.

C224G\text{GP}

\textbf{LIL' SUB-HILT™}

Designed by renowned custom knifemaker Butch Vallotton, the Lil' Sub-Hilt distills the craftsmanship of the original Vallotton Sub-Hilt™ into a more compact, pocket-friendly package. Its contoured, sub-hilt-style handle features full skeletonized stainless steel liners and bolsters, polished G-10 scales and inlays, and a custom-quality, seamless fit that accurately replicates Vallotton's coveted custom knives. The knife's CPM S30V stainless steel blade combines hollow-ground main bevels with flat-ground tip bevels for a superior balance of edge geometry and point strength. It includes both a Trademark Round Hole™ and Vallotton's signature thumb stud/stop pin to ensure fully ambidextrous, one-handed opening and an extremely secure lock-up of the knife's LinerLock mechanism. A four-position pocket clip provides tip-up and tip-down carry on both the left and right sides, for all possible carry preferences.
C226GP ONE-EYED JACK™

The One-Eyed Jack translates the painstaking craftsmanship of knifemaker A.T. Barr’s handmade creation into an extraordinary factory-made folder. Its full-flat-ground blade includes an accessible Trademark Round Hole for easy one-handed opening with either hand. The blade is paired with a custom-quality handle featuring full, skeletonized stainless steel liners, stainless steel bolsters, and ivory G-10 scales. The obverse scale is embellished with precisely fitted G-10 inlays of a spade and a heart, while the reverse side is home to a deep-pocket wire clip configured for right-side tip-up carry. As an extra touch of class, the stainless steel backspacer and the liners that form the foundation of the knife’s LinerLock mechanism showcase decorative filework. This remarkable knife is as close to custom as factory-made gets.

C225GP HUNDRED PACER™

Designed by knife enthusiast Johnny Liao, the Hundred Pacer draws its name—and much of its dramatic styling—from a deadly Taiwanese viper. Its broad, swept-point blade is full-flat ground from premium CTS® XHP stainless steel and features an accessible Trademark Round Hole for easy ambidextrous opening. The unique handle scales are meticulously machined from layered G-10 to create a non-slip, snakeskin-like texture and contrasting color pattern. They contain nested, skeletonized stainless steel liners that complement the handle’s open-backed construction to reduce weight, while providing a solid foundation for the knife’s sturdy LinerLock mechanism. To keep the Hundred Pacer poised and ready, it features a reversible deep-pocket wire clip offering ambidextrous tip-up carry.
C228CFP  
PAUL ALEXANDER SLIVERAX™

Designed by automotive engineer and knife enthusiast Paul Alexander, the Sliverax is a slim, refined folder that offers both a fully accessible Trademark Round Hole and a flipper producing a wide variety of one-handed opening options. Its drop-point blade is full-flat ground from CPM S30V stainless steel and has a slightly negative angle for enhanced cutting leverage. It is paired with a lightweight, open-backed handle built with carbon fiber/G-10 laminate scales and nested stainless steel liners. The liners form the foundation of Spyderco's patented Compression Lock mechanism, which offers superior strength and ease of operation. A deep-pocket wire clip configured for tip-up carry keeps the Sliverax discreet yet instantly accessible and is reversible for left or right-side carry.

C227GP  
HANAN™

Designed by custom knifemaker Brad Southard, the Hanan is a sleek gentleman's folder that combines a flipper-style opener with Spyderco’s patented Compression Lock mechanism. A name meaning “gracious” or “gracious gift” in Hebrew, the Hanan features a slightly recurved, full-flat-ground blade crafted from CPM® S30V stainless steel. The blade is purpose designed for flipper opening only and is paired with an exquisitely crafted handle featuring full, skeletonized stainless steel liners, stainless bolsters, and G-10 scales and backspacer. The bolsters and scales meet seamlessly at a sweeping arc and are radiused for comfort. A high-strength Compression Lock mechanism locks the blade during use and a custom pocket clip configured for right-side, tip-up carry ensures that this knife is always ready when needed.
The aptly named Shaman transcends the “spirit” of Spyderco’s Native to offer a larger, even more capable expression of its iconic design theme. The soul of the Shaman is its CPM S30V stainless steel blade, which features a very high saber grind and a prominent swedge to create outstanding edge geometry and an acute point. It is buffeted by an ergonomic handle built with skeletonized stainless steel liners nested within contoured matte-finished G-10 scales. This hearty construction forms the foundation of the knife’s high-strength Compression Lock mechanism and is home to a four-position pocket clip affording all possible carry positions. Available with either a PlainEdge or fully serrated SpyderEdge, the Shaman is ready to work its magic as one of the most formidable cutting tools we’ve produced.
Based on one of Bob Lum’s rarest custom designs, the Darn Dao was inspired by the “single knife” broadsword of the classic Chinese martial arts. Lum took the spirit of this historic piece and scaled it down into a beautiful fixed-blade. The soul of this formidable knife is its blade, which is expertly full-flat ground from thick CPM 154 stainless steel and includes a long, unsharpened swedge to ensure an acute point. For maximum strength and a deft balance, the gracefully curved blade has a full tang that is flanked by contoured black G-10 scales. Like its inspiration, the Darn Dao’s handle flares at the pommel to establish a positive grip during high-speed manipulation. The sheath is equally impressive. Hand crafted from heavy, top-quality leather, it features a thumb-break-style snap that provides positive retention and swift draw.

Produced as a "flash batch" — a one-time serial numbered limited addition — the Darn Dao is destined to be one of the most collectible Spyderco knives ever made.
303FCBN2
DOUBLE STUFF™ 2

This handy double-sided pocket stone features an aggressive Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) abrasive on one side and a fine ceramic stone on the other. One long edge of each stone also offers a radius for sharpening serrations. Ideal for hunters, fisherman, soldiers, or anyone else who sharpens in the field, the Double Stuff 2 comes complete with a brushed suede pouch.
**C223CF90VP**

PARA 3 CPM S90V

This noteworthy expression of the Para 3 combines the enhanced edge retention and corrosion resistance of a CPM S90V particle metallurgy stainless steel blade with the strength and style of textured carbon fiber handle scales.

**C223GPGYCW**

PARA 3 CPM CRU-WEAR®

Crucible steel’s CPM CRU-WEAR is basically an enhanced version of D2 tool steel with a high volume of vanadium, tungsten, and molybdenum. Produced by the Crucible Particle Metallurgy process, this advanced powder metallurgy alloy gives CPM CRU-WEAR exceptional wear resistance and toughness and makes it the ideal blade steel for this Sprint Run expression of the Para 3. To further set it apart, this Para 3 features distinctive gray G-10 scales.
The Cara Cara Rescue model has long been the go-to choice for first responders and prepared civilians who want a trustworthy rescue cutting tool at an affordable price. Now this popular knife is available with a high-visibility orange handle that makes it even easier to access in a critical situation. Its fully serrated Sheepfoot blade cuts with the same aggressive authority as the original, and is fitted with a textured, fiberglass-reinforced-nylon handle, sturdy back lock mechanism, and a four-position clip offering fully ambidextrous tip-up or tip-down carry.
Spyderco’s BaliYo® combines the distinctive twin-handled design of a traditional Filipino balisong knife with a high-performance pen instead of a blade. The result is a remarkable skill-based toy that offers all the versatility, creativity, and fun of a balisong in a format that is welcome everywhere. And now our premium American-made BaliYos are available with an all-new selection of color combinations, including blue/orange, white/purple, black/gray, and green/brown. All feature genuine Fisher® Space Pen® pressurized ink cartridges and are proudly made in the USA. Get in on the fun and “show your colors” BaliYo style.
Production prototypes pictured. Actual products may vary.
RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, WAIVER OF LIABILITY & INDEMNITY AGREEMENT:

By purchasing any item produced by Spyderco, Inc. the buyer assumes responsibility to ascertain and follow all applicable federal, state, local and international laws in having, owning, carrying, shipment, transporting, and use of any Spyderco product. The buyer expressly agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Spyderco, Inc. for all claims resulting directly or indirectly from the purchase, possession, ownership, transportation or use of the item in violation of applicable federal, state and local laws or regulations. Spyderco is not liable for misuse of any Spyderco knife or product purchased either directly from Spyderco or from a reseller. You must be 18 years of age to purchase Spyderco knives. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

Information in this catalog is subject to change without notice. Modification of products, materials, measurements, technical specifications and availability can occur. Contact Spyderco or visit our web site at www.spyderco.com for the most up-to-date information on our products and their availability. Spyderco products are intended to be used in accordance with local, state and federal laws and ordinances in your area. Contact Spyderco or your local dealer for information or questions. Copyright © 2015-2017. All rights reserved. All product names, art and text herein are the property of Spyderco, Inc. and may not be reproduced in part or whole without the sole written permission of Spyderco Inc.